
Cura is a full-service supply chain firm with expertise in building, 
operating, and managing distribution facilities.

With roots in last-mile logistics, we’re known for opening fully-staffed 
distribution centers that make it easy to deliver fast-moving, time-
sensitive inventory in hard-to-serve locations.

Why work with Cura for your last-mile distribution needs? 
Cura Group specializes in providing customized warehousing and 
fulfillment options for small to medium-sized companies needing 
reliable, cost-effective, and convenient distribution solutions.

Reduce Costs 

Cut warehouse overhead and labor 
expenses. We manage all the details
of building and running a parts
distribution center.

Improve Efficiency 

Save time and avoid shipping charges 
with on-site, 24/7 fulfillment for routine 
or emergency maintenance and repairs.

Expand Reach

We’ll advise on a strategic location with 
the greatest market penetration for 
your stand-alone or shared facility.

Anticipate Customer Needs

Build your brand with consistent,
personalized service when you always 
have the right inventory in the right 
place at the right time.

Partner With Professionals

Our team can take you from facility 
concept to fully operational in less than 
six months.

Our firm facilitates expansion into physical locations 
without the traditional investment in real estate and 
location development. We help e-commerce retailers, 
direct-to-distributor brands, and maintenance, repair, 
and operations companies (MROs) avoid supply chain 
delays, control rising freight costs, and access new 
business in areas where other suppliers can’t deliver.

We Build, Operate, and Manage 
Distribution Centers for 
Any Size Business

Keep critical inventory accessible with nearby point-of-use storage
All the benefits of online and in-person order and fulfillment in one place
Provide fast delivery to your customers any time, day or night
Turnkey execution from site selection to daily operations
Take advantage of big-company solutions priced for any budget

Call 1-586-201-2126
or contact Steve Brillati at sbrillati@curarg.com 

to learn more about our custom logistics solutions 
for your business.

www.curagroup.com




